ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Faculty of Economic and Administrative Sciences:
Economics: English
International Relations: English
Business Administration: English
Political Science and Public Administration: English
Public Finance: English

Faculty of Education:
English Language Teaching: English
French Language Teaching: French
German Language Teaching: German

Faculty of Engineering
Computer Engineering: English
Electrical and Electronics Engineering: English
Food Engineering: English
Industrial Engineering: English
Mechanical (Automotive) Engineering: English
Mining Engineering: English
Nuclear Energy Engineering: English
Physics Engineering: English
Chemical Engineering: English
Civil Engineering: English
Environmental Engineering: English
Geomatics Engineering: English
Faculty of Letters:
American Culture and Literature: English
English Language and Literature: English
French Language and Literature: French
German Language and Literature: German
English Linguistics: English
Translation and Interpreting: English, French, German

Faculty of Medicine:
English

School of Foreign Languages:
Basic English, French, German, Post Preparatory English, and Turkish for Foreign Students